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Pyrococcus furiosus is a hyperthermophilic anaerobic
archaeon whose metabolism depends on whether elemental
sulfur is (+S0) or is not (-S0) included in growth medium.
Under +S0 conditions, expression of respiratory hydrogenase
declines while respiratory membrane-bound sulfane reductase
and the putative iron-storage protein IssA increase. Our
objective was to investigate the iron content of WT and ΔIssA
cells under these growth conditions using Mössbauer spec-
troscopy. WT-S0 cells contained �1 mM Fe, with �85% present
as two spectroscopically distinct forms of S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+

clusters; the remainder was mainly high-spin FeII. WT+S0 cells
contained 5 to 9 mM Fe, with 75 to 90% present as magnetically
ordered thioferrate-like (TFL) iron nanoparticles. TFL iron was
similar to chemically defined thioferrates; both consisted of
FeIII ions coordinated by an S4 environment, and both
exhibited strong coupling between particles causing high
applied fields to have little spectral effect. At high temperatures
with magnetic hyperfine interactions abolished, TFL iron
exhibited two doublets overlapping those of [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters
in -S0 cells. This coincidence arose because of similar coordi-
nation environments of TFL iron and cluster iron. The TFL
structure was more heterogeneous in the presence of IssA.
Presented data suggest that IssA may coordinate insoluble iron
sulfides as TFL iron, formed as a byproduct of anaerobic sulfur
respiration under high iron conditions, which thereby reduces
its toxicity to the cell. This was the first Mössbauer charac-
terization of the ironome of an archaeon, and it illustrates
differences relative to the iron content of better-studied bac-
teria such as Escherichia coli.

Pyrococcus furiosus is a hyperthermophilic anaerobic
archaeon that grows near marine volcanic vents at tempera-
tures approaching 100 �C (1). These cells grow on carbohy-
drates or peptides and produce acetate, CO2, and either H2 or
H2S depending on whether elemental sulfur (S0) is included in
the growth medium. The iron concentration in the organism is
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high; this d-block transition metal plays critical roles in the
cell’s metabolism, especially in processes involving redox and
energy generation (2). Bioinformatic analysis predicts that
there are 178 iron-containing proteins (Table S1) (3), 27 of
which have been purified (Table S2); at least 15 of those pu-
rified contain [Fe4S4] clusters. This represents 8.4% of the
P. furiosus genome, which is slightly above average for archaea
(7.1%) and well above average for bacteria (3.9%) and eu-
karyotes (1.1%) (4, 5).

During peptide fermentation, homodimeric aldehyde ferre-
doxin oxidoreductase (AOR) oxidizes aldehydes derived from
amino acids. Each AOR subunit contains an [Fe4S4] cluster.
Bridging the subunits of the homodimer is a monomeric Fe ion
coordinated by His and Glu residues (6). AOR constitutes �1%
of the total protein in the cell (7). Formaldehyde ferredoxin
oxidoreductase, pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase, 2-
ketoisovalerate ferredoxin oxidoreductase, 2-ketoglutarate
ferredoxin oxidoreductase, and indolepyruvate ferredoxin
oxidoreductase are all [Fe4S4] cluster-containing enzymes that
catalyze catabolic processes. The latter enzymes catalyze the
oxidative decarboxylation of 2-keto acids derived from
peptides (8–10). Electrons from these catabolic metal-
loenzymes reduce a monomeric ferredoxin that houses a single
[Fe4S4]

2+/1+ cluster (E0’ � −480 mV versus NHE) coordinated
by three Cys and one Asp residues.

Carbohydrate fermentation involves a modified Embden-
Meyerhof pathway that is independent of NAD. Glyceralde-
hyde-3-phosphate ferredoxin oxidoreductase, another [Fe4S4]-
containing enzyme, oxidizes glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate to
glycerate-3-phosphate, and transfers the electrons obtained to
the ferredoxin.

Ferredoxin not only receives electrons but it donates them
as part of energy generation in the cell; thus, it serves as the
electron currency for the cell. An evolutionarily ancient
membrane-bound respiratory hydrogenase (MBH) is used to
oxidize ferredoxin (11). This contains at least three [Fe4S4]
clusters and a NiFe active-site cluster. Ferredoxin donates
electrons to MBH which transfers them, in turn, to protons
(E0’ = −420 mV at pH 7), forming H2 as the product. This
thermodynamically favorable redox process pumps H+ ions
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Pyrococcus furiosus ironome
across the membrane, which are then exchanged with Na+

ions. This creates a concentration gradient that is used by a
Na+-dependent ATP synthase to generate ATP via chem-
iosmosis. Ferredoxin also donates electrons to NADH-
dependent reduced ferredoxin:NADP+ oxidoreductase 1
which reduces NADP+ in an electron bifurcation reaction that
generates low-potential electrons which can be used in meta-
bolic processes requiring low potentials.

Carbohydrate fermentation can occur with or without S0,
whereas cells grown on peptides require S0 as there is little
growth when it is omitted from the growth medium (12). The
metabolism of P. furiosus changes significantly when elemental
sulfur (S0) is included in the growth medium (13). Under +S0

conditions, P. furiosus shuts-down expression of MBH and of
the two NAD(P)-reducing soluble hydrogenases termed SHI
and SHII (among other proteins) and upregulates expression
of a membrane-bound sulfane reductase (MBS) (Tables S3 and
S4, (14)). Doing so suppresses production of H2 and stimulates
H2S production. MBS uses electrons from ferredoxin to reduce
sulfane sulfurs of polysulfides (E0’ = −260 mV), generating
smaller polysulfide units as illustrated by the following sample
reaction.

MBS cleaves organic and anionic polysulfides but not to the
level of H2S, which is formed spontaneously from smaller
polysulfides (Sn

2− where n ≤ 4). Like MBH, MBS creates a Na+

ion gradient which is subsequently used, via chemiosmosis, for
ATP synthesis. MBS is a homolog of MBH and also contains
three [Fe4S4] clusters. Unlike MBH, it does not contain a NiFe
active site (15).

The S0-dependent shift in metabolism is controlled by
transcription factor SurR (16, 17). Under +S0 conditions, SurR
upregulates iron transport and iron sulfur cluster (ISC)
biosynthesis genes. P. furiosus grows better with S� than
without it; in fact, the maximal yield (cell mass produced per
mole of carbohydrate used) is nearly double that obtained
under -S0 conditions. This implies that more energy can be
generated by coupling ferredoxin oxidation to S� reduction
than by coupling it to proton reduction, a conclusion sub-
stantiated by the finding that MBS contains an additional ion
pump compared with MBH (15).

Despite being an anaerobe, P. furiosus houses iron-
containing proteins that protect it against damage because of
reactive oxygen species (ROS). Superoxide reductase catalyzes
the reduction of superoxide to H2O2 at an active site con-
taining a single FeII ion. The electrons required for this come
from rubredoxin, a protein that houses a mononuclear redox-
active FeII/FeIII ion coordinated by four cysteine residues in a
tetrahedral geometry – an FeII/III(S)4 site (18). Rubrerythrin
catalyzes the reduction of H2O2 to water, also using electrons
from rubredoxin. It contains an [Fe-O-Fe] center as well as an
FeII/III(S)4 site (19).

P. furiosus contains at least two proteins that store iron,
including ferritin and a “miniferritin” DPS-like protein. Ferritin
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stores thousands of ferric ions within the core of a 24-subunit
protein complex as an insoluble FeIII ferrihydrite-type aggre-
gate. The DPS-like protein has a ferroxidase active site ([Fe-O-
Fe]) which exhibits peroxidase activity in the presence of
H2O2. This protein coordinates hundreds of iron ions, ob-
tained from the H2O2-dependent oxidation of FeII (20, 21).

Another protein that binds a large amount of iron is IssA.
The exact function of the IssA protein is unknown but its
expression increases dramatically when cells are grown in +S0

media, but only when iron is present (>7.4 μM) (22). Vaccaro
et al. (23) suggested that IssA stores iron as thioferrates in
which FeIII and S2− ions form anionic chains of edge-sharing
FeS4 tetrahedra that are charge-neutralized by cations such
as Na+ or K+. Using TEM, they detected iron-dense particles
20 to 300 nm in diameter in +S0 P. furiosus cells (23). X-ray
absorption spectra of the particles indicate a linear polymeric
(FeS2

−)n structure as in thioferrates; this includes four Fe-S
interactions at 2.24 Å, two Fe-Fe interactions at 2.70 Å, and
a long-range Fe-Fe interaction at 5.4 Å. The particles exhibit a
broad isotropic electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal
at g = 2.2 that displays anti-Curie Law behavior, also consistent
with thioferrates. The EPR signal is observed only above 60 K,
similar to the behavior of synthetic thioferrates. Moreover, the
iron and sulfur from IssA-associated particles assemble into
[Fe4S4] clusters. Such clusters can transfer to apo-ferredoxin
(in the presence of DTT), indicating that these thioferrate
particles can be used in ISC assembly. Purified IssA monomers
reportedly contain 38 Fe and 38 S atoms. A 20 nm diameter
3.5 MDa thioferrate structure is calculated to contain �6400
Fe atoms and �170 IssA monomers. IssA contains only one
cysteine per monomer raising issues as to how it coordinates
such structures.

In this study, we have used primarily Mössbauer (MB)
spectroscopy to analyze the iron content of 57Fe-enriched WT
and ΔIssA whole P. furiosus cells grown on the disaccharide
maltose in the presence (+S0) and absence (-S0) of elemental
sulfur. All 57Fe ions in a sample are detectable by MB spec-
troscopy, with intensities that are roughly invariant per iron in
the sample, regardless of the type of iron center. Thus, MB can
be used to evaluate the ironome of these cells, albeit in
semiquantitative terms and only with “coarse-grain” resolu-
tion. Using this approach, we have previously evaluated the
ironome of Escherichia coli (24), Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(25), and human Jurkat cells (26). This is the first MB study of
an archaeon, in this case one that is hyperthermophilic and
strictly anaerobic.
Results

WT-S0 cells harvested while growing exponentially

We began by collecting low-temperature low-field MB
spectra of whole WT cells harvested while growing exponen-
tially on maltose with 10 μM 57Fe and without S0 in the me-
dium. The 5 K 0.05 T MB spectrum was dominated by a broad
quadrupole doublet representing ca. 85% of the overall in-
tensity (Fig. 1A). The structured lineshape of the doublet



Figure 1. Mössbauer spectra of WT P. furiosus cells grown under -S0

conditions and harvested during exponential growth. A, 5 K, 0.05 T; B,
150 K, 0.05 T; C, 4.2 K, 0 T; D, 4.2 K, 3.0 T; and E, 4.2 K, 6.0 T. The field was
applied parallel (A and B) and perpendicular (C–E) to the gamma radiation.

Pyrococcus furiosus ironome
prompted us to decompose it into two partially resolved
sharper doublets, each with isomer shifts δ typical of oxidized
S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters (Table 1). The doublets were simulated
by the gold and brown solid lines of Figure 1. The quadrupole
splitting ΔEQ associated with the gold doublet was wider than
that of the brown doublet, and so we labeled them wide and
narrow ISC doublets (ISCW and ISCN). Each doublet repre-
sented 35% to 45% of spectral intensity; the exact percentage
due to each was difficult to assess because they were not well
resolved. Considering that the spectrum represented all irons
in the cell, including at least 15 different [Fe4S4]-containing
proteins (Table S2), the ability to decompose all [Fe4S4] clus-
ters into two doublets, each with relatively sharp linewidths,
was remarkable. One extreme explanation was that two of the
15 [Fe4S4]-containing proteins in the cell dominated the iron
content of the cell, with each protein corresponding to the two
doublets. At the other extreme, each [Fe4S4]-containing pro-
teins in the cell might have contributed equally to the spec-
trum but, for some unknown reason, segregated cleanly into
these two spectral groups. Neither extreme seems likely but
they illustrate the remarkability of the result.

Also remarkable was that δ and ΔEQ for the two doublets
were strongly temperature-dependent. At 150 K (Fig. 1B), ΔEQ
and δ for both doublets declined (Table 1), but their linewidths
did not increase. The temperature dependence of δ is mostly
related to the second-order Doppler effect (27). The
temperature-dependence of ΔEQ is generally attributed to
changes in the covalency of metal-ligand bonds. This can bring
the separation between t2g and eg atomic orbitals close enough
together that orbital populations can be affected by tempera-
ture, changing ΔEQ.

Continuing with the extreme explanations offered above,
this result would mean either that both dominant [Fe4S4]
proteins exhibited this behavior or that all 15 contributing
[Fe4S4] proteins did so. This raises an intriguing speculation
that [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters in hyperthermophilic organisms might
generally possess low-lying excited states.

We wanted to determine whether these doublets arose from
diamagnetic iron centers, as would be the case if they arose
from [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters. Spectra were collected at 4.2 K and 0,
3, and 6 T applied magnetic fields (Fig. 1, C–E). The solid red
lines overlaying the data were simulations that assumed
diamagnetism and the δ and ΔEQ values in Table 1. The
reasonable fits demonstrated that the ISCW/N doublets indeed
arose from S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters. This conclusion was
reinforced by the large number of [Fe4S4]-containing proteins
in these cell (Table S2). These spectra also show that virtually
all redox-active [Fe4S4] clusters in exponentially growing WT-
S0 cells are in the oxidized 2+ core state. [Fe4S4]

2+/1+ clusters
typically have reduction potentials of ca. −400 mV versus NHE,
suggesting (by considering the Nernst equation) a cellular
potential >ca. −340 mV.

After MB spectra were collected, the sample was thawed,
and after EPR analysis (see below), the metal content was
determined (Table S5). We assumed that 70% of the sample
volume in the packed MB cup was due to the cells themselves
and that the density of the sample was 1.00 g/ml. With these
assumptions, we calculated that the sample contained
1.03 mM iron. If two [Fe4S4]-containing proteins dominated
this group, their cellular protein concentrations would be
�120 μM each. On the other hand, if all 15 [Fe4S4] proteins
contributed equally, their the average cellular concentration
would be �17 μM, which seems more likely.

WT-S0 cells exhibited broad unresolved intensity barely
distinguishable from the baseline between ca. −5
and +6 mm/s (Fig. 1A, arrows). This feature represented
roughly 15% of the overall intensity and appeared to arise
from a paramagnetic iron center. We overlaid the S0-
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710 3



Table 1
Mössbauer parameters used in simulations (averaged), LT (low temperature), and HT (high temperature)

Parameter ISCW ISCN Magnetic FeII(S4) FeII(O/N) S = 5/2 FeIII

δ (mm/s) 0.45 ± 0.04 (LT) 0.43 ± 0.03 (LT) 0.65 ± 0.04 1.3 ± 0.1 (LT) 0.50 ± 0.02
0.43 ± 0.03 (HT) 0.38 ± 0.05 (HT) 1.2 ± 0.1 (HT)

ΔEQ (mm/s) 1.35 ± 0.05 (LT) 0.83 ± 0.06 (LT) 3.0 ± 0.05 2.6 ± 0.1 (LT) 0.45 ± 0.02
1.15 ± 0.1 (HT) 0.75 ± 0.07 (HT) 2.7 ± 0.1 (HT)

Γ (mm/s) 0.34 ± 0.06 (LT) 0.47 ± 0.04 (LT) 0.43 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 0.1 (LT) 0.50 ± 0.05
0.35 ± 0.05 (HT) 0.45 ± 0.04 (HT) 0.5 ± 0.1 (HT)

D; E/D 0.5; 0.33
Ax; Ay; Az –29.08 MHz
η 2.5 ± 0.5
gx, gy, gz 2.0
Figure 1 45% (LT) 35% (LT) �14-15% (LT) (other) 4–5% (LT)

35% (HT) 60% (HT) 4–5% (HT)
43% (Post storage) 33% (Post storage) 8% (Post storage) 16% (Post storage)

Figure 3 10% (LT) 10% (LT) 78% (LT) (S�-dependent) 2% (LT)
33% (HT) 65% (HT) 2% (HT)

Figure 6 +S�
10% (LT) 10% (LT) 77% (LT) (S�-dependent) 3% (LT)
35% (LT) 63% (HT) 3% (LT)
-S�
52% (LT) 23% (LT) 2% (LT) 23% (LT)
42% (HT) 33% (HT) 2% (HT) 23% (HT)

Figure 7 49% (5 K) 36% (5 K) 3% (LT) 12% (5 K)
44% (150 K) 41% (150 K) 3% (HT) 12% (150 K)

Pyrococcus furiosus ironome
dependent thioferrate-like (TFL) magnetic material
described below onto it, but the mismatch suggested a
different type of magnetic iron (called “other magnetic iron”
in Table 1). By 150 K, the associated magnetic hyperfine
interactions collapsed completely into the spectral region
occupied by the ISCW/N doublets (Fig. 1B). Importantly, we
are not concluding that the absorption necessarily collapsed
into the ISCW/N doublets at high temperature, only that it
occupied/overlapped the same spectral region; more on this
distinction below.

A small amount of a high-spin FeII doublet (�5%) was also
evident in the 150 K spectrum of WT-S0 cells (Fig. 1B, double
arrow). A similar doublet was probably present in the 5 K spec-
trum (Fig. 1A), but it could not be distinguished from the “other
magnetic” iron. The parameters associated with this doublet are
typical of mononuclear and binuclear FeII sites in proteins with 5
to 6 O/N donor atoms (Table S2), as well as any low-molecular-
massFeII specieswith a similar ligandenvironment. There are few
if any sulfur donors in the FeII(O/N)5–6 sites. Given the overall
iron concentration in the cell, this doublet represented �50 μM
FeII(O/N)5–6 total in P. furiosus cells.

The 4.2 K 0 T spectrum ofWT-S0 cells in Figure 1C exhibited
twominor features. One was a line at�2.6 mm/s which reflected
an FeII(O/N)5–6 doublet. This doublet was simulated by the blue
solid line above the spectrum at 15% intensity. The broad
nonsymmetrical shape of the high-energy line suggested at least
two FeII(O/N)5–6 sites. The second minor feature, simulated by
the solid green line, was a pattern barely distinguishable from the
baseline that suggested a high-spin FeIII species. The putative S =
5/2 species was most evident at 6 T (Fig. 1E) where it represented
�15% of overall spectral intensity.

The EPR spectrum of the sample (after thawing the MB
sample and transferring it to an EPR tube) exhibited a signal at
g = 4.3 which probably originated from the same species
(Fig. 2, bottom). It also exhibited an isotropic signal at g = 2.00
but little intensity at g = 1.94 which is consistent with MB
4 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710
spectra showing that the [Fe4S4] clusters in the cell were pri-
marily in the diamagnetic 2+ core oxidation state.

The most surprising aspect of the Figure 1C spectrum was
that the sample used to generate it was identical to that of
Figure 1, A and B—only that it had been stored without thawing
in a liquid N2 dewar for �3 months. Because the ISCW/N

doublets were unaffected, iron species other that the clusters
affording the ISCW/N doublets (perhaps the “other magnetic”
iron) must have reacted slowly in frozen cells to generate the
observed high-spin FeII and FeIII spectral features in Figure 1,
C–E. The S = 5/2 FeIII feature is probably an artefact as we have
not observed similar features in other spectra. In contrast,
FeII(O/N)5–6 features were often observed under various con-
ditions, and thus are likely physiologically relevant.
WT+S0 cells harvested while growing exponentially

Another batch of P. furiosus cells was grown in the same
medium except under +S0 conditions. They were also har-
vested while growing exponentially. The low-temperature low-
field MB spectrum of the WT+S0 cells (Fig. 3A) was dominated
by broad absorption that extended from ca. −6 mm/s
to +7 mm/s velocity. Given previous studies showing large
quantities of TFL material in +S0 cells, we assigned it to this
material. Consistent with that assignment, the EPR spectrum
of cells in this state lacked a significant g = 4.3 signal (Fig. 2,
top spectrum), indicating the absence of magnetically isolated
high-spin S = 5/2 FeIII paramagnetic material in the sample.

The spectrum exhibited two strong absorption lines in the
same region of the ISCW/N doublets in WT-S0 spectra, and
this unfortunately created ambiguity for our analysis. It im-
plies that some proportion of the intensity of these two lines
arose from the ISCW/N doublets, whereas the remainder was
associated with the TFL material. Based on our simulations
and analyses, we estimate that at least 10%, and no more than
25% of the spectral intensity arose from the ISCW/N doublets



Figure 2. EPR spectra of WT cells grown under different sulfur
conditions. Top, +S0; Bottom, -S0. EPR conditions: T, 4 K; frequency,
9.36 GHz; microwave power, 0.2 mW; modulation amplitude 10 G; modu-
lation frequency 100 KHz; sweep time 300 s. +S0, growth that includes
elemental sulfur; -S0, growth that excludes elemental sulfur; EPR, electron
paramagnetic resonance.

Pyrococcus furiosus ironome
in WT+S0 spectra. The relative intensity of the two contri-
butions was kept constant in the 3.0 and 6.0 T spectra (Fig. 3,
C and D) with 20% of the intensity attributed to the ISCW/N
Figure 3. Mössbauer spectra of the WT+S0 sample grown with 10 μM 57Fe an
B, 150 K and 0.05 T; C, 4.2 K and 3 T; D, 4.2 K and 6.0 T. The applied magnetic fie
simulations of the magnetically ordered iron using the continuous distribution of
to ISCW and ISCN contributions assuming 20% spectral intensity. +S0, growth th
doublets in the 6.0 T spectrum. The solid green lines in
Figure 3, A, C, and D simulated the ISCW/N doublets at the
20% intensity level.

Magnetic hyperfine interactions associated with the TFL
material were absent in the WT+S0 spectrum at 150 K
(Fig. 3B), and the intensity associated with this material
collapsed into the same region that was occupied by the
ISCW/N doublets in WT-S0 spectra. The intensity of the ISCW

doublet increased from �10% at 5 K to 33% at 150 K. The
intensity of ISCN increased from �10% at 5 K to 65% at 150 K.
Thus, 30% of the TFL material collapsed over the ISCW

doublet while 70% collapsed over the ISCN doublet. None of
the TFL material collapsed into features characteristic of FeII

ions.
The 150 K MB spectrum of the WT+S0 sample did exhibit a

minor broad FeII(O/N)5–6 doublet, representing �4% of
spectral intensity (Fig. 3B, arrow). This doublet required two
species for fitting, using parameters of mononuclear FeII spe-
cies coordinated by 5 to 6 O/N and few if any S ligands
(Table 1). These FeII(O/N)5–6 sites are independent of the TFL
material but became apparent once the hyperfine interactions
associated with the TFL material collapsed.

We were initially surprised that the TFL magnetic material
in WT+S0 cells had isomer shift and quadrupole splitting pa-
rameters (56% δ = 0.37 mm/s and ΔEQ = 0.75 mm/s; 44% δ =
d S0 in the medium, and harvested during exponential phase. A, 5 K 0.05 T;
ld was perpendicular to the gamma radiation. The red lines in A, C, and D are
hyperfine fields in E (0.05 T), F (3 T), and G (6 T). Green solid lines are simulations
at includes elemental sulfur; -S0, growth that excludes elemental sulfur.

J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710 5



Figure 4. Plot of A23 versus external field for WT+S0 and
ΔIssA+S0 exponential cells. Blue line, WT+S0 cells; Red line, ΔIssA+S0 cells.
+S0, growth that includes elemental sulfur.

Pyrococcus furiosus ironome
0.42 mm/s and ΔEQ = 1.15 mm/s) that were indistinguishable
from those due to the S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters in the WT-S0

cells, given that the low-temperature magnetic properties of
the two types of iron species were entirely different. This
coincidence probably arose because the local structures of the
two types of iron species were remarkably similar. Authentic
sodium thioferrate (NaFeS2) exhibits δ = 0.36 mm/s and ΔEQ =
0.58 mm/s (28), which are similar to those of the TFL material
AND [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters in these cells. Thioferrates consist of
anionic linear chains of ((FeIIIS2)

−)n units, with each FeIII ion
coordinated by a tetrahedral environment of sulfide ligands
with Na+ or K+ counter ions. Likewise, each iron of [Fe4S4]
clusters are locally coordinated by four sulfur ligands in a
tetrahedral environment. The average formal oxidation state of
iron in [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters is +2.5, with one delocalized electron
shared by two irons in a “mixed-valence” [FeII FeIII] pair (the
two pairs of a cluster are then antiferromagnetically coupled to
generate the S = 0 system spin). There were clearly no local-
ized FeII(S)4 sites with sulfur donor sites in the TFL material,
because otherwise an intense quadrupole doublet with δ
�0.7 mm/s and ΔEQ �3 mm/s (similar to reduced rubredoxin)
would have been observed in the 150 K spectrum of Figure 3B.
On the other hand, some delocalized [FeII FeIII] units might
have contributed to the TFL structure.

We had hoped that high-field spectra of the WT+S0 sample
would have been sufficient to break the magnetic coupling
responsible for the broadness and poor resolution of the
magnetic material in low fields, but this was not observed. The
spectra at 4.2 K and 0, 3, and 6 T perpendicular applied fields
included contributions from both the magnetically ordered
iron and ISCs (Fig. 3, A, C and D). The ISC contribution was
calculated as described in Experimental procedures. The
known external field and isomer shift were used to calculate
the ISC portion of the spectrum so that in the fitting inter-
action only the area of this contribution was varied.

Technical details regarding the physical properties of the TFL
material in WT+S0 cells

The following technical aspects can be skipped without
losing the major conclusion that the thioferrates-like material
is similar to authentic thioferrates but with some subtle dif-
ferences. This section provides details of those differences.

The magnetic part of the spectra (Fig. 3, A, C and D in red)
was modeled with a histogram of hyperfine sextets over a
range of effective hyperfine fields in steps of 1 T. The resulting
histograms are presented in Figure 3, E–G. Small variations in
δ and quadrupole line shift 2ε have been used to approximate
the spectral asymmetry of the magnetic part. 2ε is similar to
ΔEQ, but it includes an angular dependence, even when the
general asymmetry parameter η is absent in ΔEQ, namely
η = 0 (27).

These parameters were assumed linear in the effective hy-
perfine field over the fitted range. The intensities of each sextet
were then used to calculate the distribution P(Bhf). The angle
Θ of the hyperfine field Bhf with respect to the gamma radia-
tion determines the line intensity ratio A23 between line pair 2
and 5 (nuclear transition with Δm = 0) to 3 and 4 (transitions
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710
with Δm = ± 1), which can vary between 0 (for Θ = 0; moments
parallel to the gamma ray) and 4 (for Θ = 90�) according to the
equation

A23 ¼ 4sin 2 Θ

1þcos 2 Θ

(27). An isotropic distribution of directions yields a ratio of 2,
similar to what was observed (Fig. 4). In these experiments, the
external magnetic field was perpendicular to the gamma rays.
Thus, we can assume rotational symmetry around the field but
not around the gamma ray direction. Useful relations for
simple cases of magnetic texture have been described (29, 30).

Several changes are expected when a magnetic field is
applied to a magnetically ordered system. First, for a ferro-
magnet or ferrimagnet, the magnetic moments should align
parallel to the field. An antiferromagnet will align perpendic-
ular to the field as long as the crystalline anisotropy is not too
large. Because the orbital component of the FeIII ions moments
is zero (with the ground state configuration [Ar]3d5 having L =
0, S = 5/2), the crystalline anisotropy is small compared with
FeII (with [Ar]3d6 and L = 2, S = 2). Then depending on
orientation, the external field would add vectorially to the local
hyperfine field (which for FeIII is antiparallel to the local
moment). If, as we shall see below, moments do not realign in
a large magnetic field, either the crystalline anisotropy is large
(for example with FeII) or the magnetic interactions are frus-
trated. Frustration can be caused by competing exchange in-
teractions that cannot all be satisfied, leading to complicated
magnetic ground states (31). A Gaussian distribution was
assumed for the remaining magnetic part as described by the
average value <Bhf> and standard deviation σ. We also
simulated the spectra with an unconstrained histogram dis-
tribution, and the results were similar though the overall dis-
tributions were somewhat more variable from one spectrum to
the next.

The indicated effective hyperfine field (Fig. 3, right side)
was the vector sum of the true local hyperfine field and the
external field. The area of the ISCW/N contribution (green



Figure 5. Low-field (0.05 T) Mössbauer spectra of exponentially har-
vested WT+S0 cells collected at increasing temperatures. +S0, growth
that includes elemental sulfur.
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line) was varied to minimize χ2 error-residuals. The ISCW/N

doublets represented 20% of the overall intensity. The
calculated distributions of hyperfine fields for all three
spectra were centered at <Bhf> �24 T with a Gaussian
standard deviation of σ = 6 T. The distribution was
essentially invariant up to a 6 T applied field. In addition,
the relative intensities of lines 2 (and 5) with respect to lines
3 (and 4) did not change with applied fields, staying
essentially equal to 2 up until at least 6 T (Fig. 4). This
indicates that the magnetic system is remarkably rigid. In
the case of FeIII, this rigidity is unlikely to be due to crys-
talline anisotropy. A more likely explanation is that it arises
from the frustration of the magnetic exchange interactions.
Such processes are known for systems with antiferromag-
netic interactions dominated by site-disorder or triangular
lattices. In the current case, it seems more likely that the
origin of the frustration is antiferromagnetic interactions
and site disorder, similar to the properties of canonical spin
glasses (31), or a disordered superparamagnetic material
below the blocking temperature TBK.

In contrast, the equivalent high-field low-temperature
spectra of thioferrates exhibits a well-resolved six-line pattern
(32). A similar six-line pattern is also observed for thioferrates
in spectra collected at zero or low applied field. Thus, the
magnetically ordered material in P. furiosus, obtained in
WT+S0 cells, does not have exactly the same magnetic prop-
erties as synthetic Na+/K+ thioferrates even though the high-
temperature MB parameters are similar.

Superparamagnetic materials exhibit anti-Curie Law
behavior and can be characterized by its TBK. TBK is opera-
tionally defined as the temperature at which half of the spectral
intensity exhibits magnetic hyperfine interactions and half is
collapsed into quadrupole doublets. To determine this for the
TFL magnetic material in P. furiosus, we collected spectra at
various temperatures (Fig. 5). Temperatures as high as ca.
135 K were required for all magnetic material to collapse into
doublets; from this, we estimated TBK ≈ 40 to 50 K. In contrast,
all magnetic material in spectra of synthetic thioferrates is
collapsed between 4.2 K and 77 K (28), implying a slightly
lower TBK. This is another indication that the magnetic
properties of the TFL material in P. furiosus differed in subtle
ways from synthetic thioferrates.

To summarize these technical comments, the TFL material
exhibits some magnetic properties that are similar to authentic
thioferrates, but there are some physical/spectroscopic differ-
ences. We are unable to interpret these differences in an un-
ambiguous manner to propose a chemically defined structure
for this novel material, so we can only conclude that it is
thioferrate-like.

After collecting these spectra, the sample was thawed, and
the metal contents determined (Table S5). The iron concen-
tration in the WT+S0 sample was 5.25 mM—about 5-fold
higher than the WT-S0 sample. Most or all of this additional
iron was due to the TFL iron described above. If the expression
levels of the [Fe4S4]-containing proteins were unchanged with
the added sulfur, ca. 20% of the spectral intensity should have
been ISCW/N doublets. This is within our estimate of 10% to
20%. Our data (weakly) support a slight decline in the
expression levels of the [Fe4S4]-containing proteins when S0 is
included in the medium. Also noteworthy is that WT+S0 cells
contained significantly higher concentrations of Cu, Mn, and
Zn than WT-S0 cells (Table S5), indicating a widespread S0-
dependent shift in metal-associated processes.

WT cells harvested in stationary state

We next collected MB spectra of WT cells grown as
above, with and without S0, but harvested at stationary
state. Both 5 K and 150 K MB spectra of WT-S0 cells
(Fig. 6, A and B) were dominated by ISCW/N doublets that
collectively accounted for ca. 75% of spectral intensity. Also
evident were overlapping doublets due to at least two types
of FeII(O/N)5–6 species. Their collective intensity was ca.
23%, significantly greater than for samples harvested during
exponential growth. No magnetic material was evident, and
the only intense feature in the corresponding EPR spectrum
was an isotropic signal at g = 2.00.

A minor FeII(S)4 species was evident in the 150 K spectrum
(Fig. 6B), as indicated by the arrow which highlights the low-
energy line of the corresponding doublet. The solid green
line simulates this species using parameters in Table 1. The
doublet represented only �2% of spectral intensity, but we
observed it in multiple spectra. Such doublets are typical of
FeII ions coordinated by a tetrahedral environment of sulfur
donors. P. furiosus contains two proteins with such FeII(S)4
sites, rubredoxin and rubrerythrin (Table S3).

The 5 K spectrum of WT+S0 stationary state cells (Fig. 6C)
was similar to that of exponentially growing WT+S0 cells in
that it was dominated by a broad feature spanning
from −6 mm/s to +7 mm/s. This feature was assigned to the
TFL material. Two intense lines near the center of the spec-
trum had parameters of ISCW/N doublets; they collectively
represented no more than �25% of spectral intensity as some
portion of this was due to TFL material (Fig. 6C).

The magnetic hyperfine interactions associated with the
TFL material were abolished at 150 K (Fig. 6D), with the
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710 7



Figure 7. Mössbauer spectra of ΔIssA-S0 cells. A, 10 K and 0.05 T; B, 150 K
and 0.05 T; C, 4.2 K and 6.0 T. -S0, growth that excludes elemental sulfur.

Figure 6. Low-field (0.05 T) Mössbauer spectra of WT cells harvested
after reaching stationary state. A, WT-S0, 5 K; B, WT-S0, 150 K; C, WT+S0, 5
K; D, WT+S0, 150 K. -S0, growth that excludes elemental sulfur; +S0, growth
that includes elemental sulfur.
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intensity from this material collapsing over the ISCW/N dou-
blets. As was observed with high-temperature spectra of
exponentially grown cells, the ISCN doublet became relatively
more intense than the ISCW doublet indicating that the TFL
magnetic material collapsed mainly over the ISCN doublet. A
broad FeII(O/N)5–6 doublet was also evident in the 150 K
spectrum (arrow in Fig. 6D). Its intensity (�4%) was similar
for the WT+S0 sample harvested under exponential condi-
tions but less than for the WT-S0 sample harvested in sta-
tionary state.

After these spectra were collected, samples were thawed and
analyzed for metal content. The iron concentrations in WT-S0

and WT+S0 cells were 660 μM and 8700 μM, respectively
(Table S5). If the average expression level of [Fe4S4]-containing
proteins remained unchanged with the addition of elemental
sulfur, �7% of the spectral intensity of Figure 6, C and D
would be due to ISCW/N. Our fitting analysis suggests slightly
higher percentage range, namely 10% to 25%.
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ΔIssA cells

The gene encoding the IssA protein is highly expressed
under +S0 conditions, and IssA is thought to be intimately
involved in forming TFL nanoparticles. To investigate this
further, we grew cells that lacked the gene encoding this
protein, the ΔIssA strain, to determine whether it could form
TFL iron. We first grew the deletion strain on the same me-
dium as for WT-S0 cells and harvested cells during exponential
growth as a control. Their 10 K 0.05 T MB spectrum (Fig. 7A)
was dominated by the ISCW/N doublets (�80% total). The
spectrum also exhibited a broad doublet because of at least two
FeII(O/N)5–6 species, representing 12% of the overall intensity
(double arrows on the right), and to a minor FeII(S)4 doublet
representing �3% of the intensity (single arrows). The 150 K
spectrum (Fig. 7B) exhibited the same features, with the
temperature-dependence of the ISCW/N doublets visually
apparent and both FeII doublets better resolved. The 4.2 K
6.0 T spectrum (Fig. 7C) was simulated assuming that the
ISCW/N doublets were diamagnetic, confirming that they arose
from S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters.
ΔIssA+S0 cells were grown and harvested similarly. Their

low-temperature MB spectra exhibited an intense six-line
spectra at all applied fields (Fig. 8, A–C). Most or all of the
spectral intensity arose from the TFL material. The peaks were
better resolved than the corresponding spectral features in the
WT+S0 spectra, implying some IssA-dependent structural
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differences. Surprisingly, the positions of the lines were unaf-
fected by applied fields as high as 6.0 T, though the linewidths
broadened with increasing field. This implied that the mag-
netic coupling between particles in the material was signifi-
cantly stronger than the applied fields and could not be broken
at 6 T.

Technical details regarding the physical properties of the TFL
material in ΔIssA+S0 cells

Again, the following are technical details that can be skipped
without loss of continuity. There were several differences in the
magnetism of the ΔIssA+S0 sample compared with the WT+S0

exponential sample. Specifically, the extent of broadening of the
distribution with external field was greater, and there was a
gradual change in the relative line intensity A23 (Fig. 4).

Antiferromagnets orient perpendicular to an external field
when the crystalline anisotropy is not excessive. In that case,
all moments would be in a plane that includes the gamma rays.
Kuncser et al. (29, 30) has given several expressions for A23 in
different cases. Using their result for moments in a plane with
the gamma ray (see Ref (30), Eq. 7’), we obtain A23 = 4/3 =
1.33, which is about what is observed for an external field of
6 T. Thus, the interactions appear to be strongly antiferro-
magnetic but with less crystalline anisotropy or frustration
than in the WT+S0 exponential sample.

We also collected low-field spectra at increasing tempera-
tures (Fig. 9) to observe the loss of magnetic hyperfine
interactions. Both Gaussian and Histogram models were fitted
Figure 8. 4.2 K Mössbauer spectra of ΔIssA+S0 cells at different applied fiel
(0 T), E (3 T), and F (6 T). +S0, growth that includes elemental sulfur.
to the spectra. Average results for the two methods (average
Bhf, width of the distribution P(Bhf)) were similar. Fits
assuming the Gaussian model broadened dramatically at 55 K,
caused by a strong increase of a low field component. TBK was
�50 K, similar to that obtained for the TFL nanoparticles in
WT+S0 cells. Determining the magnetic component for tem-
peratures above 55 K was difficult because of overlap with the
ISCW/N components. However, the transition with increasing
temperatures was similar to the superparamagnetism observed
in fine grains (33). The linewidths for ISCW/N components
remained remarkably sharp with increasing temperatures
(Table 1).

In summary, these technical details describe how the TFL
nanoparticles in ΔIssA+S0 cells are somewhat different from
those in WT+S0 cells. Again, we are unable to interpret those
differences in unambiguous chemical/structural terms apart
from concluding that the material is more crystalline/ho-
mogenous in the absence of IssA.

After spectra were collected, the sample were thawed, and
cellular metal and overall protein concentrations were deter-
mined; the protein concentrations in ΔIssA-S0 and ΔIssA-S0

samples were 78 ± 3 mg/ml and 36 ± 2 mg/ml, respectively.
Metal concentrations are in Table S5.

Growth experiments

Two roles have been proposed for IssA; that it is involved
in Fe storage or that it serves to detoxify insoluble FeS
clusters (22, 23). To test the role of IssA in Fe storage, WT
cells were harvested after growth under +S0 and -S0
ds. A, 0; B, 3.0; C, 6.0 T. Unconstrained histogram distributions are shown in D
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Figure 9. Variable temperature 0.05 T Mössbauer spectra of ΔIssA +S0 cells. Right column shows the Bhf distribution used to obtain the fit. A and I, 5 K; B
and J, 10 K; C and K, 25 K; D and L, 40 K; E and M, 55 K; F and N, 70 K; G and O, 100 K; H and P, 120 K. Solid green lines in the left column show contribution
from ISCN/W while solid red lines indicate contribution from TFL. +S0, growth that includes elemental sulfur; TFL, thioferrate-like.
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conditions, and ΔIssA under +S0 conditions. The harvested
cells were washed and used to inoculate iron-depleted me-
dium; if IssA binding of TFL aggregates serves to increase
the bioavailability of the iron, only WT+S0 cells should have
grown in this iron-depleted medium. However, there was no
growth in any of the iron-depleted medium, no matter
what cells were used to inoculate the medium (data not
shown).

To test whether IssA is used to detoxify insoluble Fe/S
aggregates, WT and ΔIssA strains were grown with and
without adding 50 μM iron in both 10 mM sodium sulfide
medium (low IssA expression, Fig. 10A) and 1 g/l S0 medium
(High IssA expression, Fig. 10B). Under low sulfide concen-
trations, all strains grew to similarly high cell protein con-
centrations in culture (�90 μg/ml), suggesting that high iron
concentrations by themselves are not toxic to the cell. On the
other hand, under + S0 (high sulfide) conditions, increasing
the Fe concentration led to a significant decrease in growth in
both WT and ΔIssA strains. Additionally, the ΔIssA strain
only reached half the cell protein concentration as WT under
normal (10 μM) Fe conditions, suggesting that IssA seques-
ters iron, in the presence of sulfur, that would otherwise be
toxic.
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Discussion
Our results demonstrate that the iron content or ironome of

P. furiosus cells changes dramatically when elemental sulfur is
added to the growth medium. Under -S0 conditions, most of
the iron in the cell is S = 0 [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters. Under +S0

conditions, the cell imports �5 times more iron, with 75 to
90% eventually forming TFL aggregates. Some of the iron in
WT+S0 cells must have been in the form of [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters,
but quantifying how much was in this form proved difficult
because the MB spectral features of TFL iron were indistin-
guishable from those of [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters at high tempera-
tures, and at low temperatures, the contribution of
diamagnetic [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters was obscured by the dominating
magnetic features of the TFL aggregates. Simulations of the
low-temperature spectral pattern of the ΔIssA+S0 cells indi-
cated that the [Fe4S4] contribution was negligible. All things
considered, we tentatively conclude that the overall expression
level of [Fe4S4]-containing proteins decreases somewhat
under +S0 conditions. This supports a shift in cellular meta-
bolism when elemental sulfur is present. [Fe4S4]-containing
hydrogenases are downregulated under +S0 conditions (13),
and cells grow faster under +S0 conditions as long as sufficient
iron is included in the growth media. We also found that



Figure 10. Growth of Pyrococcus furiosus on maltose and under
different sulfur conditions. Top panel, with 10 mM Na2S; Bottom panel,
with 1 g/l S0. Solid lines, WT; dashed lines, ΔIssA; (■), 10 μM Fe; (●), 50 μM Fe.
Error bars represent standard deviation of biological triplicate samples.
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concentrations of other metals (Cu, Mn, Zn) were significantly
higher in cells grown under +S0 conditions, again indicating
major metal-associated metabolic changes.

We characterized the TFL iron in +S0 cells. This material is
closely related to authentic thioferrates in that both consist
predominantly of FeIII ions coordinated to four sulfide ions in a
tetrahedral geometry. Neither form of iron contains localized
FeII(S)4 units, but we cannot exclude the possibility that TFL
iron includes some delocalized [FeII FeIII] units. This situation
is found in [Fe4S4] clusters which have virtually the same δ and
ΔEQ values as TFL iron.

At low temperatures, authentic sodium thioferrate (NaFeS2)
exhibits a well-resolved sextet including magnetic hyperfine
interactions of magnitude 270 kG (28). This hyperfine field is
unusually small for ferric ions because of a high degree of
covalency with sulfur. Using MB spectroscopy, Zink and
Kargony (32) examined authentic KFeS2 at variable applied
perpendicular fields up to 5 T. At all applied fields, synthetic
thioferrates displayed a sextet that was not strongly affected by
the field. Similarly, the TFL material in both WT+S0 and
ΔIssA+S0 cells was not strongly affected by applied fields up to
6 T. This suggests even stronger interactions in TFL iron than
in synthetic thioferrates. The spectra again show line-splittings
characteristic of magnetic ordering including line broadening
typical of a continuous distribution of hyperfine fields. ΔIs-
sA+S0 spectra were analyzed assuming no ISC contribution.

One of the most surprising conclusions from this work is
that the IssA protein is not required for forming TFL particles
as these particles formed in P. furiosus cells lacking IssA. In
fact, the spectral properties of TFL particles in the absence of
this protein were closer to synthetic thioferrates as they
exhibited a well-resolved six-line pattern at 5 K. The poorer
spectral resolution associated with the TFL material in WT+S0

cells may be due to a more heterogeneous distribution of TFL
structures. We considered that IssA disrupts the thioferrate
structure, perhaps making the material more bioavailable to
the cell, but it does not appear to do so.

We also examined the temperature-dependence of hyper-
fine interactions and used both Gaussian and Histogram
models to fit the spectra. Average results for the two methods
(average <Bhf>, width of the distribution P(Bhf)) were similar.
Fits assuming the Gaussian model broadened dramatically at
55 K, caused by a strong increase of a low-field component.
Determining this component for temperatures above 55 K was
made difficult by the overlap with the ISCW/N components.
However, the transition with increasing temperatures was
similar to the superparamagnetism of fine grains (33).

By 77 K, these interactions are fully abolished in synthetic
thioferrates, whereas some interactions remained at this tem-
perature in the P. furiosus TFL aggregates. TBK of the TFL
material is thus slightly higher than for authentic thioferrates.
TBK reflects the size of the magnetically interacting particles,
suggesting somewhat larger particles for TFL material in +S0

P. furiosus cells.
Exponentially growing P. furiosus -S0 cells contained only 2

to 5% high-spin FeII(O/N)5–6 sites. In contrast, E. coli and
B. subtilis (Gram negative and positive bacteria) contain
substantially higher concentrations of such species (24). The
percentage of FeII(O/N)5–6 in P. furiosus -S0 cells increased as
they shifted from exponential to stationary state. We hy-
pothesize that imported FeII is used to assemble and install
ISCs into proteins and to metallate proteins with mono-
nuclear Fe and Fe-O-Fe active sites. Perhaps, the rates of
these assembly and metallation activities decline in stationary
state, causing the FeII feedstock to accumulate. Under +S0

conditions, the demand for imported FeII may be greater (for
use in generating large amounts of TFL iron), causing the
level of FeII in such cells to remain low under stationary state
conditions.

P. furiosus -S0 cells also contain a small percentage contri-
bution of FeII(S)4 sites, corresponding to roughly 10 to 40 μM
cellular iron. A similar concentration might be present in +S0

cells, but such sites could not be detected (likely because of the
higher concentration of cellular iron). Table S2 indicated just
two proteins that contain such sites, namely rubredoxin and
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100710 11



Figure 11. A Model of cellular energy metabolism emphasizing the role of iron and elemental sulfur in P. furiosus. See text for details. MBH,
membrane-bound respiratory hydrogenase; MBS, membrane-bound sulfane reductase.
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rubrerythrin. This suggests an average cellular concentration
of roughly 10 μM each for these proteins.

The TFL material was thought to store iron, coordinated by
IssA protein in large assemblies reminiscent of how FeIII is
stored in ferritins (23), but other possibilities should now be
considered. It seems unlikely that +S0 cells would store huge
amounts of iron, whereas -S0 cells would store none, even
when both are grown under the same iron-replete conditions.
Our experiments have shown that cells in which iron is stored
as IssA-bound thioferrate cannot use it as an iron source when
transferred to iron-depleted medium. In contrast, E. coli cells
accumulate large amounts of iron as FeII (perhaps for storage),
yeast accumulates FeIII polyphosphate in vacuoles (34), and
human cells store FeIII as nanoparticles in ferritin cores (26).
As a strict anaerobe, P. furiosus may not need to store much
iron because FeII dominates the environment under anaerobic
conditions and is far more soluble (and thus more bioavailable)
than FeIII under the more common aerobic conditions.

Clarkson et al. (22) suggested that IssA is used to sequester
insoluble iron sulfides that may be toxic to the cell, as IssA
expression is sulfide specific and dependent on the presence of
iron. The growth experiments conducted in this study support
this hypothesis, as high Fe concentrations had no effect on
growth of either the parent or ΔIssA in the absence of sulfide,
and whereas iron was still predominantly stored as TFL ma-
terial in the absence of IssA, the ΔIssA strain showed a sig-
nificant negative growth phenotype compared with the parent
under high sulfide and high Fe conditions.

In light of this, we tentatively propose a new role of TFL iron
in the metabolism of P. furiosus (Fig. 11). Cells grown under
-S0 conditions use membrane-bound hydrogenase as a redox-
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dependent proton pump to generate a Na+ ion gradient that is
subsequently used to generate ATP via chemiosmosis. Here,
H+ ions are used as the terminal electron acceptor in the
electron transport chain, using reducing equivalents that
originate from the oxidation of either peptides or carbohy-
drates and are then channeled through ferredoxin. Imported
FeII is used to generate [Fe4S4] clusters, among other pro-
cesses, and these are installed into various apo-proteins
including hydrogenases.

Under +S0 conditions, the expression level of membrane-
bound MBH decreases, the expression level of membrane-
bound MBS increases (Table S3), and the rate of FeII import
increases. Using reducing equivalents also obtained from
peptides or carbohydrates (and also trafficked through the
ferredoxin), sulfane sulfur reductase catalyzes the reduction of
imported polysulfides. Thus, polysulfides serve as the terminal
electron acceptor in this form of anaerobic respiration,
replacing protons under +S0 conditions. We speculate that free
short polysulfide chains are toxic to the cell and that they react
with FeII to generate the TFL material which, when bound to
IssA, is less toxic to the cell. In essence, TFL iron might be a
waste product of S0-dependent anaerobic respiration. As the
cell grows, its volume increases along with an increasing
concentration of the TFL iron such that the net balance of the
opposing processes results in 5 to 9 mM cellular iron con-
centration. The rate of [Fe4S4] synthesis may decline under +S0

conditions because demand is reduced. It is intriguing to
consider that this may have been an ancient respiratory
pathway that dominated the early Earth in locations where
elemental sulfur and ferrous ions were abundant but O2

pressures were low.
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Experimental procedures

Cell growth

Strains used in this study are listed in Table S6. Cultures for
MB experiments were grown in defined maltose media
composed of 1× base salts, 1× trace minerals, 1× vitamin so-
lution, 2× 19-amino-acid solution, 0.5% (wt/vol) maltose, 0.1%
(wt/vol) yeast extract, 10 μM sodium tungstate, and 0.25 mg/
ml resazurin, with added cysteine at 0.5 g/l, sodium bicar-
bonate at 1 g/l, and 1 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8).
The 5× base salts stock solution contained (per liter) 140 g of
NaCl, 17.5 g of MgSO4⋅7H2O, 13.5 g of MgCl2⋅6H2O, 1.65 g of
KCl, 1.25 g of NH4Cl, and 0.70 g of CaCl2⋅2H2O. The
1000× trace mineral stock solution contained (per liter) 1 ml of
HCl (concentrated), 0.5 g of Na4EDTA, 0.05 g of H3BO3, 0.05 g
of ZnCl2, 0.03 g of CuCl2⋅2H2O, 0.05 g of MnCl2⋅4H2O 0.05 g
of (NH4)2MoO4, 0.05 g of AlK(SO4)⋅2H2O, 0.05 g of
CoCl2⋅6H2O, and 0.05 g of NiCl2⋅6H2O. The 200× vitamin
stock solution contained (per liter) 10 mg each of niacin,
pantothenate, lipoic acid, p-aminobenzoic acid, thiamine (B1),
riboflavin (B2), pyridoxine (B6), and cobalamin (B12) and 4 mg
each of biotin and folic acid. The 25× 19-amino-acid solution
contained (per liter) 3.125 g each of arginine and proline;
1.25 g each of aspartic acid, glutamine, and valine; 5.0 g each of
glutamic acid and glycine; 2.5 g each of asparagine, histidine,
isoleucine, leucine, lysine, and threonine; 1.875 g each of
alanine, methionine, phenylalanine, serine, and tryptophan;
and 0.3 g tyrosine. 57Fe was added from a 50 μM stock solution
prepared by dissolving 6 mg of elemental 57Fe in 200 μl of a 1:3
HNO3:HCl mixture. The +S0 conditions contained added S0 at
3 g/l.

Five hundred milliliter cultures were grown anaerobically in
1 l culture bottles at 90 �C with shaking. Cells were harvested
at the desired timepoints by centrifugation at 18,000g for
10 min in a Beckman-Coutler Avanti J-30i centrifuge. The cell
pellets were washed 3× with 2× base salts containing 50 μM
sodium dithionite. Cells were loaded into MB cups and frozen
at −80 �C.

For additional growth experiments, the medium was pre-
pared as described above but with the following substitutions:
yeast extract and 57Fe were omitted from the medium, FeCl3
was added from a 10 mM stock solution, and 50 mM 3-(N-
morpholino)propanesulfonic acid was added. For FeS toxicity
experiments, sulfide (as Na2S) or S

0 were added as indicated.
Strains were grown in 50 ml culture bottles at 90�C with
shaking. For iron bioavailability experiments, cultures were
first grown in medium containing 10 μM iron with (WT and
ΔIssA) and without (WT only) 3 g/l added S0. Cultures were
harvested by centrifugation at 18,000g for 10 min in a
Beckman Coulter Microfuge 22 Centrifuge. Cell pellets were
washed 3× in 20 mM imidazole pH 6.5 containing 30 mM
MgCl2⋅6H2O, 0.5 M KCl, 2 mM cysteine-HCl, 2 mM
dithionite, and 2 mM dithiothreitol and resuspended in the
same buffer. Cell suspensions were used to inoculate defined
medium containing an additional 30 μM bathophenanthro-
line disulfonic acid. For both growth experiments, 1 ml cul-
ture samples were taken at desired time intervals, and cell
protein was measured using a standard Bradford protein
assay.
Mössbauer and EPR spectroscopies

Low-field MB spectra were collected using a model MS4
spectrometer (SEE Co). High-field spectra were collected at
4.2 K using a model L: He-6T spectrometer. Spectra were
analyzed using WMOSS software. In spectra that contains
both TFL iron and ISC doublets, the doublets were simu-
lated using a spin Hamiltonian model (SpinHam option in
WMOSS) using parameters obtained from spectra that did
not contain TFL iron. Then, the area of the doublets was
allowed to vary in the WinNormos program keeping all
other parameters (including hyperfine) constant. Isomer
shifts are reported relative to α-Fe foil at room temperature.
Following MB analysis, samples were thawed in an anaer-
obic glovebox, transferred into EPR tubes, and refrozen.
Continuous-wave X-band EPR spectra were collected using
a Bruker Elexsys E500A spectrometer with a cryogen-free
cooling system.
Metal and protein analyses

After spectra were collected, samples were thawed and
transferred quantitatively to preweighed 15 ml Falcon tubes,
and weighed again. The difference, after subtracting the buffer
contribution, was taken as the mass of the cells. Samples were
resuspended in 5 mg deionized H2O per gram of cells. Two mg
of 0.5 mm diameter glass beads (Sigma) were added per mg of
resuspended cell pellet, and the mixture was vortexed 3× for
30 s followed by 1 min on ice. The resulting lysate was
centrifuged at 14,000g, and the protein concentration of the
supernatant was determined using the Pierce BCA Protein
Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). To the same, supernatant was
added an equal volume of trace-metal grade nitric acid, and
the solution was sealed and heated overnight at 80 �C. Samples
were diluted with distilled deionized water and analyzed by
ICP-MS (Agilent 7700x).
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